STUDY QUESTION: How does automated time-lapse annotation (Eeva™) compare to manual annotation of the same video images performed by embryologists certified in measuring durations of the 2-cell (P2; time to the 3-cell minus time to the 2-cell, or t3-t2) and 3-cell (P3; time to 4-cell minus time to the 3-cell, or t4-t3) stages?
Introduction
Eeva™ is a time-lapse imaging system that pairs uninterrupted group culture of embryos with combined cell-tracking software and automated image analysis. This non-invasive test for embryo selection assigns a blastocyst prediction rating of High (H), Medium (M), Low (L), or not rated (NR) according to the durations of the 2-cell (P2; t3-t2) and 3-cell (P3; t4-t3) stages.
The automated Eeva™ ratings were designed initially to predict blastocyst formation (Wong et al., 2010; Chen et al., 2013; Conaghan et al., 2013) . While some studies indicate that time-lapse parameters may also correlate with aneuploidy risk (Campbell et al. 2013; Minasi et al., 2016) and implantation potential (Meseguer et al., 2011 Cruz et al., 2012; Hlinka et al., 2012; Rubio et al., 2012; Chamayou et al., 2013; Rubio et al., 2013; Basile et al., 2015) , others do not Kaser and Racowsky, 2014; Rienzi et al., 2015; Goodman et al., 2016; Mumusoglu et al., 2017) . There is currently no class I data to support the clinical use of time-lapse embryo selection to improve live birth rates. Accordingly, despite being commercially available for over 5 years, the value of time-lapse in clinical IVF remains controversial. Furthermore, clinics that use the Eeva™ system rely on automated results as an adjunctive measure for embryo selection. Importantly, the accuracy of automated time-lapse annotation of such highly dynamic cytokinetic events, has not previously been described.
The aims of this study were therefore: (1) to determine the correlation between readouts from the automated software versus those of certified embryologists in the measurement of P2 and P3; (2) to calculate the proportion of embryos that were assigned an NR or discordant rating by the two methods; (3) to identify factors associated with discordance; and (4) to compare the performance characteristics of each annotation method for blastocyst prediction.
Material and Methods
This study was approved by Partners' Healthcare Institutional Review Board.
Experimental design
All embryos analyzed in this study were annotated during the Eeva™ Pregnancy Pilot Study (PPS), which was a randomized controlled trial performed at Brigham and Women's Hospital (Clinical Trials registration number: NCT02218255) from August 2014 to February 2016 (Kaser et al., 2017) . This trial compared clinical outcomes following Day 3 versus Day 5 embryo transfer with or without the adjunctive use of time-lapse embryo selection. During this trial, the current prospective cohort study was performed on an embryo-level for all embryos continuously imaged in the Eeva™ system. These embryos were assigned an automated blastocyst prediction rating by the Eeva™ image analysis software and also a manual blastocyst prediction rating, as described below. The correlation and performance characteristics of these two methods of time-lapse annotation were compared.
Embryo culture and imaging
Immediately following the fertilization check, zygotes were placed in microwells of the Eeva™ dish (12 wells/dish; one zygote/well) ( Supplementary  Fig. S1 ). The format of this dish allows the identity of each embryo to be maintained while still sharing a common 100 μL drop of medium for group culture. Embryos were cultured in pre-equilibrated global ® total ® medium (LifeGlobal, CT, USA) overlain with mineral oil. Eeva™ version 2.2 microscopes (n = 8) were housed within tri-gas box incubators (Penguin AQAstec, Steptoe Medical Devices, Hingham, MA) in a gas phase consisting of 5% O 2 , 6-7% CO 2 , balanced with N 2 . Dark field images, captured by the Eeva™ system, were acquired every 5 min from the time of culture start until the time of transfer, cryopreservation or discard. One video frame corresponded to 5 min in culture. All embryos were likewise assessed by bright field microscopy on Day 3, Day 5 and Day 6 to assess traditional morphology and suitability for transfer or cryopreservation. On Day 3, cell number, fragmentation and symmetry were evaluated; a good-quality embryo (GQE) was defined as having at least eight cells, less than 10% fragmentation and perfect or moderate symmetry (Racowsky et al., 2003) . On Days 5 and 6, a modified Gardner system was used to assess developmental stage and quality (Gardner and Schoolcraft, 1999) . Aside from these brief excursions from the incubators, all embryos were imaged continuously in the Eeva™ system. As both P2 and P3 occur prior to the conventional Day 3 morphologic evaluation (64-68 h post-insemination), these excursions did not affect data acquisition or interpretation.
Time-lapse annotation
Eeva™ assigns a blastocyst prediction rating of H, M or L according to the durations of P2 and P3: Rating H (P2 = 9.33-11.45 h and P3 = 0-1.73 h); Rating M (if not High and P2 = 9.33-12.65 h and P3 = 0-4 h); or Rating L: (if not High or Medium). When either P2 or P3 could not be measured by the automated system, the embryo was considered indeterminate and an NR score was assigned.
An embryologist blinded to the conventional morphology rating manually annotated each embryo for P2 and P3 from the same dark field video that the software used for automated annotation. Videos were reviewed directly on the Eeva™ system by manually advancing the images frame by frame. All manual annotations were entered into our laboratory software, which had previously been programmed to convert the manual annotations into H, M and L ratings according to the criteria above. If the Eeva™ rating for a given embryo was different from the embryologist's rating, then a second embryologist independently annotated the embryo. If both embryologists disagreed with the automated Eeva™ rating, then the rating between the automated Eeva software and manual annotation was classified as discordant. On the other hand, if the second embryologist agreed with the automated Eeva™ rating, then the rating for that embryo was not considered discordant, and the automated rating was used.
Of note, 10 embryologists routinely performed manual time-lapse annotation for this study and had been specifically certified to measure the durations of P2 and P3. In order to receive this certification, each embryologist had to demonstrate proficiency in manual annotation such that their measurements differed by no more than 10 min (i.e. two still frames) from a panel of experts at Progyny, Inc.
Outcome measures
The primary outcome for this study was the proportion of embryos in which manual annotation reclassified the Eeva™ automated rating. All embryos (n = 1477) were included in this analysis. Secondary outcomes included the proportion of embryos rated as NR by each method of annotation, and the sensitivity, specificity, positive predictive value (PPV) and negative predictive value (NPV) for an Eeva™ H or M embryo in predicting blastocyst formation. As 49 of the total 1477 embryos in this study were selected for Day 3 transfer, they could not be included for blastocyst prediction. As such, the secondary outcomes of blastocyst prediction were restricted to analysis of the remaining 1428 embryos. Clinical pregnancy rates (fetal cardiac activity at ≥7 weeks' gestation) were calculated according to Eeva™ ratings and discordance status.
Statistical analyses
Statistical analyses were performed with Statistical Analysis Software (SAS ® ) version 9.3 (SAS Institute, Inc., Cary, NC, USA). Differences in the proportions of categorical variables were assessed by chi-squared test or McNemar's test of marginal homogeneity for paired data. Generalized estimating equations were used to account for multiple embryos from the same patient. P-values <0.05 were considered statistically significant. A weighted kappa statistic was calculated to summarize the overall agreement between the automated and manual Eeva™ ratings. As the relationship between P2 and P3 and the method of annotation (embryologist versus Eeva™) was determined to be monotonic and not linear, Spearman's rank-order test (ρ) was used to calculate correlation coefficients for these time-lapse markers. Intra-class correlation coefficients (ICC) with 95% confidence intervals (CI) were also calculated for P2 and P3 as a descriptive statistic to summarize the intra-rater and inter-rater variance according to method of annotation (Shrout, 1979) . For reference, ICCs can be interpreted as follows: ≤ 0.2 = poor agreement, 0.3-0.4 = fair agreement; 0.5-0.6 = moderate agreement, 0.7-0.8 = strong agreement, and >0.8 = near perfect agreement (Sundvall et al., 2013) . Bland-Altman plots were drawn to evaluate systematic biases in the annotation methods for discordant embryos. Performance characteristics (sensitivity, specificity, PPV and NPV) for Eeva H or M embryos predicting blastocyst formation were compared between automated and manual annotation.
Results

Study population
A total of 1477 embryos from 150 patients were imaged continuously in the Eeva™ system. Demographics of the study population are shown in Supplementary Table S1 . The distribution of H, M, L and NR embryos differed statistically significantly according to method of annotation (overall discordance across the four rating groups: P < 0.0001; Fig. 1 ). Statistical significance remained consistent in sensitivity analyses using generalized estimating equations that accounted for correlations between multiple embryos from the same patient.
Correlation between automated and manual time-lapse annotation
The agreement between automated and manual Eeva™ ratings was determined to be moderate (weighted kappa = 0.58; 95% CI 0.54-0.61; P < 0.001). To determine the correlation between automated and manual annotation of P2 and P3 specifically, scatter plots of all embryos were drawn for each time-lapse marker (Fig. 2) . The correlation between Eeva™ and manual annotation was higher for P2 (ρ = 0.75) than for P3 (ρ = 0.39). Likewise, the ICC for P2 (0.82; 95% CI 0.82-0.83) was higher than that of P3 (0.20; 95% CI 0.16-0.26).
Non-rated and discordant embryos
Eeva™ was more likely than an embryologist to rate an embryo as NR (11.1% vs. 3.0%, P < 0.0001), leading to a higher proportion of patients with at least one NR embryo (41.1% vs. 17.9%; P < 0.001), or with an entire cohort of NR embryos (2.0% vs. 0.0%; P = 0.18). Of the 164 embryos that Eeva™ called NR, manual annotation determined that only 25 could actually not be rated, and all of these had arrested prior to completing P3. Of the remaining 139 that Eeva™ called NR, 126 had developed to at least the 4-cell stage by the time of conventional Day 3 evaluation (64-68 h post-insemination) and thus could have been assigned a rating. Nevertheless, Eeva™ still considered all of these NR, while manual annotation assigned all of them a rating (P < 0.0001). An example of a discordant embryo that was upgraded by manual annotation is shown in the dark field video in Supplementary Movie S1. Discordance between embryologist and Eeva™ ratings occurred in 30.0% (443/1477) of all embryos, with 82.6% (366/443) upgraded from a lower to a higher rating by manual annotation. The embryo cohorts from 128/150 patients (85.3%) contained at least one discordant embryo; among these, 119 (93.0%) had at least one embryo that was manually upgraded to a higher Eeva™ rating. Embryo selection for transfer was altered by manual upgrade in 44/150 cases (29.3%). An additional 36 embryos were initially rated as discordant by the first embryologist, and then determined to be not discordant by the second embryologist (i.e. there was an inter-observer agreement of 443/479, 92.5%).
Clinical pregnancy rates at ≥7 weeks' gestation for patients who received an embryo that was manually upgraded were similar to those for patients who received an embryo that was not manually upgraded from the same Bland-Altman plots of P2 and P3 highlighted trends regarding differences between the embryologists' manual annotations and the automated annotations (Fig. 3) . Eeva™ tended to overestimate P2 for discordant H and M embryos and tended to underestimate P3 for discordant H embryos. For discordant L embryos, Eeva™ both over-and underestimated P2, while strictly overestimating P3. The limits of agreement increased in magnitude from H to L for both P2 and P3, indicating that the annotations became increasingly disparate as a function of rating.
Factors associated with discordant annotation
The proportion of discordant embryos varied by automated rating (H: 9.3%; M: 18.1%; L: 41.3%; NR: 31.4%; P < 0.0001). Neither abnormal cleavage (division of one cell into three daughter cells) nor Day 3 conventional morphology grading (cell number, fragmentation, symmetry or %GQE; Fig. 4 ) was associated with discordance. In contrast, a short duration of P2 or P3 was associated with a significantly lower discordance rate. Embryos with direct cleavage (P2 ≤ 5 h) were less likely to be discordant than embryos with P2 > 5 h (19.0% vs. 32.1%; P < 0.0001). Similarly, embryos in the bottom quartile for P3 (≤ 0.25 h) were less likely to be discordant than embryos with a longer P3 (25.2% vs. 31.1%; P = 0.02).
Certain characteristics of the Eeva™ system itself were likewise associated with discordance. Embryos located in the ten peripheral wells of the Eeva™ dish were more likely to be discordant than embryos in the two central wells (31.2% vs. 23.8%; P = 0.02; Supplementary Fig. 1 ). There was also a significant association between percent discordance and the Eeva™ microscope (n = 8; range 22.9-42.6%; P < 0.0001). 
Performance characteristics of automated and manual time-lapse annotation
Manual annotation optimized the sensitivity of an Eeva™ H or M embryo for predicting blastocyst formation at the expense of a lower specificity (Table I) . There was no difference in the proportion of H or M embryos that became blastocysts according to annotation method, however significantly more embryos were rated as H or M with manual annotation (P < 0.0001). Embryos determined to be L or NR by manual annotation were less likely to become blastocysts than those called L or NR by the automated method (manual vs. automated; L: 47.7% vs. 55.4%; P = 0.01; NR: 4.5% vs. 43.5%; P < 0.0001). Similarly, there was a statistically significant difference in the proportion of L or NR embryos that formed usable blastocysts (i.e. those which met cryopreservation criteria) according to annotation method (manual vs. automated; L: 28.1% vs. 36.1%; P < 0.01; NR: 0% vs. 31.7%; P < 0.0001).
Discussion
The principal finding of this study was that manual annotation may be superior to automated annotation for early time-lapse markers annotated by Eeva™ version 2.2. Eeva™ misclassified 30% of embryos, the majority of which were upgraded from a lower to a higher rating by manual annotation. As such, significantly more embryos were rated as H or M with manual annotation. This 'overassigning' of embryos to a lower rating serves to minimize the false positive rate, and drives up the PPV of the test, but does so at the expense of the sensitivity. Surprisingly, discordance was not associated with factors such as conventional morphology or abnormal cleavage patterns. In contrast, embryos with P2 ≤ 5 h (i.e. direct cleavage) or a short duration of P3 (≤0.25 h) were less likely to be discordant than those with longer durations of P2 or P3, suggesting that the cell-tracking algorithm may be more attuned to detecting events that are more temporally related. It is possible that software updates addressing these observations may lead to an improvement in blastocyst prediction with automated annotation. Why the automated and manual P3 ratings showed lower correlation than those for P2 is not apparent from the available data.
Discordance was likewise associated with factors inherent to the Eeva™ system itself, such as the automated ratings of L or NR, peripheral well location and the Eeva™ microscope. The potential source of varying levels of discordance between the microscopes, and also between the peripheral and central wells, remains unclear. It is possible that technical factors such as a physical disturbance of the microscope or a dish that was not properly loaded into the microscope may affect the camera focus. Why this would systematically affect certain microscopes or certain wells within a dish more than others is unknown. Regardless, our observations call into question the suitability of this technology for clinical use, and underscore the critical importance of Figure 3 Bland-Altman plots of variability according to Eeva™ High, Medium and Low embryos for P2 (duration of the 2-cell stage; t3-t2) and P3
(duration of the 3-cell stage; t4-t3). The x-axis is the mean time for P2 or P3; the y-axis is the difference from the mean P2 or P3 between the two methods of annotation (embryologist -Eeva™). Closer clustering to the mean indicates higher agreement. If the value for a given embryo is >0, then the time interval for the embryologist's annotation was longer than that of Eeva™; if the value <0, then the embryologist's annotation was shorter. The upper and lower lines on the B-A plots represent the limits of agreement, or the mean difference ±1.96 times its standard deviation. Thus, the distance from zero and the width of the limits of agreement both indicate the magnitude of disagreement between the two methods of annotation. Black open circles represent concordant embryos; blue X's represent discordant embryos.
validation work prior to introducing a new technology into the clinical laboratory.
Furthermore, manual annotation assigned a rating to a higher proportion of embryos, which in turn would increase the number of embryos to choose from in a given cohort. Of note, complete readout failure, in which all embryos in an entire cohort were rated NR, occurred in 2.0% of patients following automated annotation. In this most extreme circumstance, no additional information would be gleaned from the use of this time-lapse imaging technique in the absence of manual annotation.
Finally, manual annotation yielded a greater sensitivity for blastocyst prediction. As these time-lapse markers occur early in development and have been shown to predict blastocyst formation (Wong et al., 2010; Chen et al., 2013; Conaghan et al., 2013) , they may be most useful for clinical decisions about transfer or cryopreservation at the cleavage stage in laboratories that do not routinely use extended culture. Thus, as a screening test, ideally the sensitivity and NPV should be maximized in order to discern between embryos that are likely to progress to the blastocyst stage and those that are likely to arrest. Indeed, embryos determined to be L or NR by manual annotation were significantly less likely to become usable blastocysts than embryos called L or NR by the automated method.
Taken together, our data suggest that Eeva™ appears to be ineffective in terms of generating a reliable rating. Furthermore, the value of this test in predicting blastulation, when extended culture to Day 5 or Day 6 allows certain assessment, is at best unclear.
There are several limitations to this study. First, only one team of embryologists performed the manual annotations, so if there were a systemic bias in how the team annotated, then this may have affected the rates of discordance. This team, however, was trained by study staff at the company sponsoring our Eeva™ PPS, and all embryologists were specifically credentialed for the manual annotation of P2 and P3 before the study began. Second, only two time-lapse markers were evaluated, as these are the ones considered by Eeva™ version 2.2 to determine the H, M or L ranking, so it is possible that other results would be obtained if different time-lapse markers were measured. Thus, our findings are not generalizable to time-lapse markers other than P2 and P3 and, similarly, are not generalizable to future generations of Eeva™ or other automated image analysis systems. Subsequent software releases should be subjected to similar assessments of concordance or discordance with manual annotation. Third, it is possible that other variables not assessed in this analysis, such as residual corona radiata cells, a physical disturbance of the microscope, or air bubbles in the dishes could have led to discordance or the higher proportion of NR embryos observed with automated annotation.
Conclusion
These findings suggest that manual annotation may be superior to currently available automated annotation for P2 and P3, supporting the importance of the Manual Update feature that has been added to Eeva™ software outside the United States. Until this updated feature is available more widely, and/or the cell tracking and automated image analysis software is further refined, it is the authors' opinion that despite the additional time required, clinics using the Eeva™ system should consider manual annotation of P2 and P3 to confirm the automated ratings generated by Eeva™.
Indeed, our findings indicate that compared with automated annotation, manual annotation is at least as effective for certain measures and actually outperforms it in others. High levels of discordance between the methods are attributed to the Eeva™ dish and camera system, which raises questions about the validity of this test for clinical application. Our data suggest caution should be used with regard to interpretation of previously published and ongoing studies that rely on the automated ratings assigned by the Eeva™ system. The prospect of reliable automated image analysis for non-invasive embryo selection is compelling, and, as hardware and software continue to evolve, will likely become not only possible but also perhaps even a prominent feature in clinical IVF. At this juncture, however, the well-trained human eye still outperforms the computer for appraisal of these early developmental milestones.
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